
++ WHITE LIGHT crystals, BOOKS, and angels  
2155 west state route 89a, ste 201, Sedona, AZ 86336 

928-282-0098 
WWW, WHITELIGHTCRYSTALS.COM  

    **LAURALEI'S CHANNELED BOOKS CAN BE DOWNLOADED ON AMAZON KINDLE FOR $8. 

* GET AUDIO & MP3 DOWNLOADS of Spirit Guide Lectures hear Oden, St. Francis, Michael, Uriel, and Gabriel speak on 

UNIVERSAL MATTERS!!    

 LAURALEI'S OPEN REMOTE CHANNELING SESSIONS VIA 

ZOOM ALL WELCOME! 
   

Everyone is welcome, come and hear an Ascended Master speak thru Lauralei, each participant may ask 5 
minutes of questions and Lauralei will channel a message for the group.  

CALL THE STORE: 928.282.0098 

GROUP CHANNELINGS FOR  JANUARY VIA ZOOM  

  
•  SUNDAY, JAN. 22 at 7PM- MASTER’S MEETING-FREE 

• THURS.  FEB. 2 at 6:15 – ODEN-$20 

• THURS. FEB.9 at 6:15 PM- JERAMIE-$20 

• THURS. FEB 16 at 6:15 – ARIEL- $20 

  

 MESSAGE FROM LAURALEI -  THE CREATION OF THE EARTH & ITS ELEMENTS                                   

The Creation of the Earth, its evolutionary consciousness and soul, and those energies that enlighten,  guard, and 

defend it, are vital to our life experience and the progression of our souls. Mankind and the Karma we create as 

patrons of the earth are enormous. We have to learn to live in sync with the planet, if we want to be allowed to 

physically incarnate upon it. 

The earth has a soul that progresses much like ours through cycles of life, death and rebirth.  With each cycle, its 

consciousness increases, and its soul evolves.  

 

 If we think of the evolution of man from a primitive caveman to our modern, present day, man, we can argue that 

with each cycle, link, or evolutionary step, our physical ability to understand and control the aspects of our 

incarnation increases. 

 

The same is true of the earth.  Each evolutionary step the earth takes, brings  to it a new element.  This brings 

new abilities, new understandings,  new ways to experience life and its existence. 

 

The  four ancient elements are: Earth, Air, Fire and Water.  Each one represents the four cycles of the earth, 

which, in our terms, would be four lifetimes or four incarnations.  A new element,  a fifth element, is being created 

by the earth at this time, as it moves into its next cycle or rebirth. As visitors to the earth, our experiences and 

understandings   also increase with the addition of each new element. 

 

Each element is a kind of spiritual substance from which all things on the physical planet are made.  At the same 

time they are also Guardians or Gods, guarding the gateways between this world and the next.  We must stay in 

balance with each of these elements in order to remain on the planet.  If we allow any one of these elements to 

move out of balance, it will result in the destruction of man in some way.  Wide spread fires, floods, earthquakes, 

tsunamis or tornados are the results of mankind misusing the elements of the earth and creating karma against it. 

  

  SERVICES WE OFFER:  



• Psychic Readings (PAUSED FOR COVID) 

• Aura Photos 

• Numerology Reports 

• Astrology Reports 

• Soul Mate Reports 

• Palm Readings 

• Channeled Readings VIA zoom 

• Energy Work 

• Open Channeling Sessions via zoom 

• Oden Lectures and CD's 

• Electronic Voice Phenomenon (EVP)-paused during COVID 

 

 PRIVATE: ODEN & USUI REIKI LESSONS/CERITIFICATION 

AVAILABLE WITH DAVID - CALL & SCHEDULE!   
 

WHAT IS ODEN REIKI? TAKE USUI & ODEN REIKI FOR ONE PRICE! How does Oden Reiki Work? Everything alive has a 
Life Force Energy, Aura or Shield around it. We know it can be photographed and we think many intuitive people can see it. What 
exactly is this shield and what is its function while we exist on the physical plane? The Aura is a series of rings of energy that encircle 
and nourish our physical and spiritual bodies. The inner ring usually remains the same color in our lives and it is the vibrational 
frequency we used to enter this physical plane. The middle and outer rings change frequently. The patterns and colors contain all we 
are, all we have experienced and everything we are about to. This is what a clairvoyant often tunes into when reading a person. If we 
have any kind of dark or heavy pattern in our middle or outer auras, we might have a corresponding condition in our physical, mental or 
emotional bodies. Rather than pulling the energy out or pouring light into it, Oden Reiki matches the frequency of such energy, 
surpasses and then shatters it. Much in the same way Ella Fitzgerald did in the 1960's Memorex Commercials, when she shatters a 
glass by hitting a high note. In easy terms, Oden Reiki is instantly in its results to purify the Aura, or Life Force Energy Field of anyone 
or anything. Within minutes the offending energy pattern no longer exist as it was, it has been shattered to raw energy to be returned to 
the first spiritual plane of Energy. This in turn can cause drastic and instant changes in the physical body.      
 

 

*HOW TO PROGRAM A CRYSTAL: Crystals grow. Crystals have a natural pulse; because they are always growing, this pulse 
makes them ideal to energize all electronics, including your watch, computer, radio, etc. This pulse can be heard on a subconscious 
level. It is possible to place a thought in a crystal and it will pulse that thought to your subconscious brain. Since the subconscious brain 
believes & incorporates whatever it hears repeatedly, you can make positive changes in your life by using crystals. Sit quietly, place the 
crystal in your right hand, and. holds it to your third eye. Visualize and repeat what you want to change in the crystal. Does it for at least 
3-5 minutes, and then the thought withholds? Send love to the thought and the crystal. Surround the crystal with gold light, place by 
your bed or desk, somewhere where you spend a lot of time & let it do its work!   
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